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Introduction
Adapting Bosch Projector Headlights to US spec cars is not as easy as you might expect. It requires some
wiring changes, slight relocation of a relay rack, and modifications to the rubber gator around the
headlight. Also, obtaining complete headlight assemblies often times proves difficult.
North American versions of the Alfa Romeo 164 were equipped with USA Dept of Transportation (DOT)
spec Carello headlights. European versions were equipped with either Bosch Projectors or Hella type
headlights. These are also known as “E-code” headlights. E-code headlights may not be legal in your
state. It’s up to you to ensure the legality of your car.
The hi beam pattern on both are roughly similar. The difference between the two is primarily in low
beam pattern. USA DOT specification headlights have a low beam with an asymmetric pattern biased to
the right (away from oncoming traffic) and oriented slightly more downward towards the road surface.
They also allow some scatter upwards to illuminate overhead signs.
E-code headlights on the other hand have a low beam that
is oriented more parallel with the road surface with a very
well defined upwards cutoff point. The sharp upward
cutoff reduces glare towards oncoming drivers and is
more effective in preventing glare than DOT spec
headlights. On the other hand, illumination of high
signage is not as effective. Both the E-code and DOT
spec bulbs are of similar wattage, 45-55 watts. The low
and high beams do NOT illuminate at the same time. More about that later.

Visual Comparison between E-code Bosch Projectors and Carellos

The European Bosch Projector
equipped 164s have a tilt motor
integrated into each headlight. The
tilt is controlled via a switch on the
instrument panel. The tilt function
compensates for chassis loading that
resulted in the rear end being lower,
thus pointing the headlights too high.
US owners that retrofit their cars
with projectors usually do not install
the tilt switch. They just initially
position the headlights to the full up
(normal) position and adjust the aim.
The dashboard adjustment switch
and facia trim are usually very
difficult, if not impossible, to source.
Don’t discard your old Carellos. Save
them for reinstallation should the
Projectors become damaged. Projectors
are very hard to source quickly.

Bosch Projector Headlight Sections
Projectors have three compartments; Turn signal only on the outside (no parking light); Low beam
(projector) in the middle; Hi beam and parking light (Europeans call it a “City” light) on the inside.

Disassembled Projector Headlight Assembly

Comparison of USA Carello and E-code Bosch Projector Headlights
Light Pattern
Low Beam
USA spec Low on road surface
Carello
asymmetric to right
with some up-scatter
to illuminate signs.
Glare control for
oncoming traffic not
as good as E-code
lights
E-code
Very good glare
Bosch
control for oncoming
Projector traffic. Less down
beam on road surface
and very defined
cutoff upwards.

Low Beam
Hi Beam
Bulb/wattage Bulb/wattage

City/Parking Turn Signal
Bulb
Bulb

Dual Filament (Low/High)
9004 (HB1)
65/45 watts
1200/700 lumens

Yellow
Dual Filament
1157 (7507)

H1
55 watts
1550 lumens

H1
55 watts
1550 lumens

Clear
168
5 watt

Yellow
PY21W
(“Y” means
yellow)

Both the single filament European P21W bulb and single filament 1156 bulb base are the same size
except that the lugs of the European P21W are not 180 degrees from each other. A 1156 bulb will fit in a
European P21W socket if one of the lugs is ground off. One lug is sufficient to ensure good contact and
retention.

Sourcing Bosch Projector Headlights
Many 164 owners have retrofitted their cars with the Bosch Projectors. You can find them occasionally on
US e-Bay or offered for sale on the ALFABB.COM. Sometimes parts suppliers like Alfissimo.com might
have some for sale. Also, European salvage yards and parts suppliers are a good source as well as German
and Italian e-Bay (ebay.de or ebay.it). Shipping from Germany for a single headlight assembly is about
$50 via DHL air to the states and including US Post to your residence. Transit time is about 10-20 days. If
shopping on European eBay, be sure to read carefully to ensure they will ship internationally. Not all do.
Google translate works pretty well to translate if you need it. (translate.google.com)
Prices vary widely, from about $160-500/pair. Try and ensure they are in adequate condition as
replacement bits and pieces are NLA new and returns just aren’t practical due to shipping costs. I obtained
mine from a German salvage yard/ebay seller in Germany (avk-ersatzteile). One was missing a bulb cover
and the other the bottom rubber strip on the metal trim piece. Neither defect was revealed by the seller.
Completeness of the assembly is important. Many times a salvage headlight may be missing one or both
of the rear bulb/access covers, the small rubber trim gaskets on the outside edge, or the rubber gasket/trim
bottom strip. The painted bottom metal trim strip is especially important since they are very difficult to
source separately.

Disassembling and Cleaning
The headlight assemblies should
only require minor disassembly for
cleaning. Remove the two plastic
buckets on the rear and inspect for
condition of the wires. Gently clean
as necessary. The front glass may
require cleaning on the inside. To
remove the front glass, use a narrow
blade screwdriver to gently pry the
six clips off from the plastic body
side, not the glass side. Pushing in
(compressing) on the glass may help
if they are stubborn. Then gently pry
the glass off the plastic housing
being careful to not tear the rubber
seal. With the glass off, do NOT
touch or try and clean the shiny
reflectors inside the plastic headlight
housing. You will likely do much
more harm than good. Even light rubbing with a cloth can take the reflective coating off the reflector
surface. Inspect the rubber seal and replace the glass and snap the clips back into the same positions.
Position the clip on the glass side first, then snap the clips onto the plastic housing. Be careful with the
small strip of clear vinyl stripping on the side of the units. They are NLA new. Carefully remove if safe to
do so. Clean and I recommend painting the part that shows, black.

Adapting headlight wiring to chassis wiring
The projectors use completely different connectors than the stock Carellos. For flexibility to reinstall the
OEM Carellos in the future, it would be more desirable to minimize the modifications to the chassis
harness and adapt the Projectors to the chassis.
The Projectors have THREE wire connectors. See picture:
1. A 5-wire flat male connector (Low/Hi/City + 2 grounds)
2. A 2-wire female connector (Turn Signal + ground)
3. A 3-wire flat male connector (Tilt/leveling motor)
You have several options to adapt the wiring:
5-wire Connector
a. Obtain a female 5-wire end and solder it into the chassis harness in place of the stock HB-1
connector, then plug directly into the stock Projector. If you have access to a salvage car, you can get that
plug from the front door window wire harness in the door itself.
b. Cut off the 5 wire flat connector from the Projector housing and wire-in a new male HB-1
connector that will plug into the HB-1 female plug.
c. Cut off both plugs and splice wires directly.
d. Cut off both plugs and solder all new non-standard generic connectors.
Turn Signal: Decide if you
want the turn signal side light
to also act as a parking light.
With the stock Projectors, the
turn signal light is only a turn
signal since it’s only a single
filament bulb vs. the two
filament bulb of the US
Carellos.
Use as turn signal only
(Projector stock).
Cut the chassis connector off
the chassis harness 3-wire
connector and fit two small
narrow female spade
terminals on the chassis blue
(right) and blue/blk (left) and
black wires. Connect to the
Projector turn signal bulb holder (P21YW bulb). Run the chassis yellow (parking light) wire to the yellow
wire (city light) on the Projector. Splice in spade terminals.

Turn signal and Parking/City Light (USA stock).
Install the OEM Carello turn signal socket/bulb holder into the Projector body. It will be somewhat loose,
but a larger o-ring will fix that. Splice in a yellow wire to the connector with a set of spade terminals to
enable easy electrical disconnection. This is the easiest and most effective option because it requires only
an o-ring change and a simple splice to the Projector “city light” wire. With the turn signal also used as a
parking light, connecting up the city lights in the main body of the Projectors is optional.

My Recommendations:
There are many permutations of possible combinations, but I recommend
wiring the lights with the stock chassis HB1 connectors, and stock 1157 turn
signal/parking light socket adapted into the Projector body with a larger sealing
o-ring. This is quick, easy, and cheap to do and allows for quick re-installation
of the US spec Carellos in the event of a broken Projector lens. Enabling the
Projector “city light” is easily done with one wire splice and a spade connector.
I do not recommend wiring/enabling the tilt mechanism. It is nearly worthless
in practical application and very difficult to source all the parts needed.

Here’s the breakdown on wire hookup. Left side Lo/Hi beam wires in the diagram below are labeled only
as Green and Gray, but left side is actually Gray/Black stripe and Green/Black stripe, and right side no
stripe.

Existing Chassis
Bosch Projector
Existing HB1 Female Connector
New HB1 Male Connector
HEADLIGHT CONNECTOR
BLACK – Ground

BLACK – Ground (2 wires)

GREEN – HI Beam

GREEN – Hi Beam

GRAY – Low Beam

GRAY – Low Beam

CHASSIS TURN SIGNAL CONNECTOR
PROJECTOR SINGLE YELLOW WIRE
BLUE – Turn signal
New Single
YELLOW - City light
BLACK – Ground
Spade
Term
YELLOW – Parking

Terminal

Installing the Projectors :
1. Remove OEM Carello headlights
a. Remove the rubber gator by using a square socket to turn the plastic retainer on top. The gator
runs all the way around the main lens, so just remove the one retainer and the gator will come out with the
headlight. Use care not to tear the thin strip between the main lens and turn signal lens.
b. Remove the two screws in the inner front, the two screws on the bracket arm attached to the
inner fender, and the single screw and bracket arm on top.
c. On the passenger side, disconnect the relay rack directly above the headlight from the
bodywork. Set it aside, still connected, out of the way.
c. Disconnect the two wiring bundles (HB1 connector and turn signal connector).
d. Carefully wriggle the headlight/turn signal assembly and pull out the front of the car.
2. Install new connectors to the chassis wiring, if needed due to overheating damage.
3. Install Projectors, pushing them back into place. On the right side, the air conditioning hose and a
chassis wire bundle may need to be pushed out of the way a bit due to the tilt motor sticking out the back
of the Projector body.
4. Line up the two mounting points on the front grill and inner fenders and install the screws. Leave the
top L-bracket off, as the Projectors do not have this mount point.
5. On the passenger side, the wires from the relay bracket prevent you from mounting the rack in the same
place. Re-mount the right side relay bracket using the middle square hole in the bracket and the old inner
mounting stud.

6. Connect wiring and test.
7. Modify and reinstall rubber gators as desired. See appendix 1.

Simultaneous Low and Hi Beams:
If you desire the low beams to stay on after switching to Hi with the Projectors, construct a jumper wire
with a diode. Insert the jumper as shown in the picture below. Jumper consists of two fuse box power
taps, spade terminals, and an IN5402 Diode (available at any electronics supply). When the hi beams’
circuit is energized, current flows from the hi beam circuit to the low beam fuse power feed for the low
beam relays and turns them on. The diode is essential because you only want current running in one
direction. Otherwise, you would have the low beam (low current side of the relays) supplying high current
to the Hi beams when the steering stalk switch was in the low beam position.
If you ever switch back to the Carellos, be SURE to remove the diode jumper from the fusebox. You
don’t want to power both the high and low beam filaments in the single bulb at the same time.

Aiming the Projector Headlights:
The Projector Headlights have a different beam pattern than the USA DOT spec.
Park the car about 25 feet from a flat wall on level ground. Move the car up to the wall. With the
headlights on, mark the center of the car on the wall, plus the point DIRECTLY in front of both low beam
bulbs. Draw a line straight down.

Draw a horizontal line between the front-of-bulb marks. Measure 3” down and draw another horizontal
line.
Move the car directly back 25 feet.
Next move the vertical adjuster so that the well-defined cutoff and upward pattern looks like the picture
below. Adjust the vertical top of the beam 3” below the horizontal headlight center level line and the
lateral so the up-tick to the right breaks at the location shown. If you want slightly better down road
lighting, adjust the break 1” to the left and height to 2” below the horizontal headlight center level line.

Appendix 1 – MODIFYING RUBBER WEATHER GATORS
Existing gators can be modified to reasonably fit the Bosch Projector headlights. The primary deficiency
is the space left unshielded in the upper outside corner of the headlight. If desired you could probably fill
this in with closed cell foam weather stripping.
1. The existing gator completely surrounds the US Spec Carello headlight, but will not fit around the
Projector type. Cut the rubber at the upper outside and lower inside corner to fit two sides the projectors.
The picture below shows the gators already installed, but just cut the gator at the places shown before you
install. Trim as necessary to get a good fit.

2. Make two small rectangular cutouts for the fastening slots on the top of the Projectors. Use a small tin
stay to hold the gator in place.

3. Fasten top with standard ½” trim fastener, or original fastener if it survived extraction.

4. Use existing lower screw to fasten inside lower corner of gator.

5. Finished installation.

END

